Sylvia Broadbent Papers

Biographical Note
Sylvia Broadbent (1932-2015) was born in London in 1932 but later moved to Carmel, California where she graduated high school at sixteen. She then went on to study Anthropology and Pre-Med at University of California, Berkeley and graduated in 1952. She went on to get her AA, BA, and Ph. D degrees in Anthropology and Linguistics at University of California, Berkley.

While working on her Ph. D she conducted research on the Miwok Language, but once she completed her degree she moved to Bogotá, Colombia to do research on Chibcha (Muisca) Civilization. She was briefly a professor at Northwestern and Barnard College of Colombia until 1964. Then she joined the faculty at Universidad de Los Andes teaching Chibcha culture and history. Dr. Broadbent then became a Professor of Anthropology at University of California, Riverside in 1966. At UC Riverside Dr. Broadbent taught linguistics, language and culture, archaeology, prehistory, and symbolism until retiring in 1992.

Scope and Content
Sylvia Broadbent’s collection includes photographs, papers, notes, letters, research, and articles from her life both academically and personally.

Extent
~ 13.92 linear feet (10 Document Boxes, 2 Dictionaries, 3 card catalogue boxes, and 3 oversize artifact boxes from the Post Office Dig.)

Location
Mobile shelving, aisle 18

Collection Overview
1. Columbia/ South America
   1.1. AP
   1.2. Museo, Pottery
   1.3. Nawpa Pacha
   1.4. Geography
2. Northern California
   2.1. Mnt-18 and Post Office
   2.2. Miwok
   2.3. Rumsen
3. General California
3.1. Southern California
4. Outside California, United States and Mexico
   4.1. Pottery and Archaeological
5. General Linguistics
6. Misc. Personal Papers and Photographs

BOX 1
Columbia/South America
1. Email Correspondence Tertullias Sobre El Mundo Chibcha
2. Agricultural Terraces in Chibcha Territory, Colombia. 1964. 2 Copies
3. Investigaciones Arqueologicals en el territorio Chibcha No. 1 Arquelogia del 1965
4. La Arqueologia Del Territory Chibcha: II. 1970. No. 4
5. Terraces. Tocanipa, Chibcha and Choconta
6. Archive Research and Archaeology. Archive Research and archaeological problems in Chibcha territory, Columbia. 2 Copies and Notes
7. English Resume of the Forthcoming Book by DRA. Sylvia Broadbent on Chibchan Archeology
10. Written Notes on Andean Area. 1962
12. Excavaciones en Tunjuelito. Informe Preliminiar. 2 Copies
13. The Culture of the Kingdom of Chimor Agueda Pizarro
15. Archivo Historico. Tunja. Index A-4-Tunja X
17. Boletin De Historia Y Antiguedades Volume LVI. 1969. 6 copies
18. Prehistoric Chronology in the Sabana. Papers and Notes
19. LA ARQUELOGIA DEL TERRITORIO CHIBCHA: II. Hallazogosy Monumentos De Pierdra. Sylvia Broadbent
20. Maize in the Intermediate area, also includes travel information
21. Letters to Alice Soloman. 1960
22. Proyecto Tibana. Informe Preliminar Sobre La Ceramica Del Nuevo Colon
25. AP- FUNZA
26. AP- Choconta
27. AP- Gach
28. AP-Gutavia
29. Parcialisases, Gachancipa
30. AP- Sopo. Archivo Parroquial Sopo

BOX 2
Columbia/South America
4. Peabody Brooklyn Museum
5. Boletin Museo Del Oro
6. Museo Nacional: Non-Pottery
7. Pottery: Published Source Museo del Oro Translations. 1964
8. Museo Del Oro Translations. 1964
9. Master Descriptions, Pottery Types
10. Museo Nacional: Pottery
11. Vatican Museum and Pigorini Museum, Rome
15. Chronology of Conquest
16. Sonderuck Aus Der Propyläen Kunsthgeschichte

BOX 3
Columbia/South America
1. Diccionario Geografico
2. Genealogical Analysis, Bogota

BOX 4
Northern California
8. The Archaeological Implications of an Annual Coast Visit for Certain Yokutes groups. Arnold R. Pilling. 1950
11. Agriculture among the Paiute of Owens Valley. Harry Wilison Lawton, Philip J. Wilke, Mary DeDecker, William M. Mason
13. The Archaeology of the Uriah Rockshelter No.1 (Mnt-483) Monterey County.
15. A Bibliography of the Wintun Family Languages. Harvey Pitkin
18. Noticias Del Puerto del Monterey
19. Vagabond House at 1000 Palms Oasis. Paul Wilhelm
21. On the Question of the Chronological Placement of Shoshonean Presence in Orange County, California. Henrey C. Koerper
27. Conflict at Monterey: Indian Horse Raiding. 1820-1850
29. Monterey, Ethnography. Jan 1953
30. Index Cards
32. European Loanwords in Patwin. William Bright. 1959
33. Chuckchansi. Linguistic/Translation
34. The Carmel Pine Cone, Newspaper. Oct 27 1966
35. Sutter’s Fort: Historic Ceramics
36. Field Project: Spanish Folk Medicine. Field Notes
37. Home Medicine
38. Photo Copies of Images from Monterey
39. Coastanoan Translations

BOX 5
Northern California
1. Separation Notice: 3 oversize boxes of artifacts
2. Artifacts from a Soil Sample From Mission San Carlos. Margie Akin
3. Mnt-18 Photos
5. Mnt-18 Field Catalogue. 1955
7. Mnt-18 Notes
8. Mnt-18 Notes, Imported Ceramics
10. Mnt-18 Notes
11. Mnt-18 Profiles and Maps
12. Archaeological future records mnt-18
13. Post Office Trail Catalogue
14. Post Office and Mnt-18 Notes
15. GYM – Post Office

BOX 6
Northern California
1. Separation Notice: 2 dictionaries, 3 boxes of translation cards
2. Western Miwok Texts with Linguistic Sketch. L.S. Freeland. 1947
3. Saclan. M.S. Beeler
5. Proto Miwok Phonology. 2 copies.
6. Summary of Sylvia Broadbent’s Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
7. The Development of Aspect in Western Miwok. Catherine A. Callaghan
8. Comparison of Miwok and Wintun- Sylvia Broadbent, Harvey Pitken
11. Miwok: Correspondence, Informant Data, Reprints
12. Comparative Miwok-Mutsun with notes on Rumsen. Catherine A. Callaghan
13. Mutsun and Rumsen a Comparison of Two Coastanoan Language. Notes/Papers. Sylvia Broadbent
14. The Rumsen of Monterey: An Ethnography from, Historical Sources. 1953
15. Rumsen: Heizer. Letters on the Rumsen of Monterey: An Ethnography from Historical Sources
16. The Rumsen of Monterey: An Ethnography from Historical Sources. Carbon. 1953
   Copy of Final Draft and 3 copies
17. Rumsen II: an Evaluation of Reconstruction. Marc Okrand
18. Rumsen: Outlines of Talks
19. Rumsen: Informant Data
20. Rumsen: Clues to Transcripts
21. Rumsen: Notes on Phrases
22. Rumsen 1: Methods of Reconstruction, Berkley. 1957. 3 copies
24. Rumsen: Correspondence
25. Rumsen: Heizer, Notes. Fall 1952
26. Rumsen: Structures
27. Rumsen: A Preliminary Report and Notes. 1957

BOX 7
General California
1. Stem Construction and Affixation of Northern Paiute Verbs. Jeannie Tripaldi
5. Mission Vestments. Aileen Ryan Earnest
12. The Trail of 57 Shrines. Paul Wilhelm
17. California Missions. Summer 1987
18. California Indians- Classroom Notes
21. Reprinted from Antiquity- 5,000-Year-Old Footprints of the Mojave River, California, USA
23. They Left Their Story in the Desert Sands. A. La Vielle. Lawbourgh
25. The Proto-Gulf Word for water (with notes on Siouan-Yuchi). Mary R. Haas. 1951
26. The Proto-Gulf Word for Land (With Notes on proto-siouan) Mary R. Haas. 1952
27. Late Pleistocene- Early Holocene History of Coniferous Woodlands in the Lucerne Valley Region Mohave Desert, California. Thomas Jackson King Jr. 1976
29. Report of an Archaeological Reconnaissance in the Mohave Sink Region. Malcom J. Rogers
30. Eisen’s Enigma: A Quest of a Mojave Desert Mystery. Frank Bock, A.J. Bock
31. Juan Maria- The Lone Woman of San Nicolas Island. Maynard Geiger O.F.M.
41. A Reconsideration of Southern California Ceramic Typologies. Dennis O’Neil, Mary O’Neil. March 1969
42. The Sassone Site (Lan-339) A Milling Stone Horizon Station San Gabriel. Hal Eberhartr Warren Wassson
44. Amargosa Canyon-Dumont Dunes Proposed Natural Area (Riverside) Land Management US Department of Interior
45. Army Corps Survey of Indian and other sites in San Clemente Project

**BOX 8**

**Outside California United States and Mexico**
1. Maps of Tribes in North America. Tribe List
2. From Pottage to Portage. Thomas N. Layton. And Letter. 1976
3. American Languages
4. Natchez and the Muskogean Languages. Mary R. Haas. 1956
7. Central Algonquian Vocabulary: Stems in /k-/. Charles F Hockett. 1957
10. A Note on Kiowa Linguistics Affiliations. 1959
14. The Longhouse Village. Thomas S. Abler
15. Arrowhead Drawings from Universidad of Los Andes
16. American Indian Religions- Classroom Notes/ Exams
17. Linguistic Pre-History in the Great Basin. Sydney M. Lamb
18. Timeline. 1736-1811
19. The Genetic Model of Uto-Aztecan Time Perspective
23. Pages from Magazines
25. Nevada Archeological Survey Reporters
27. Southwestern Anthropological Association Member Directory. Spring 1993
28. The head of the Colorado Delta, Homer Aschmann. Reprinted from Geography as Human Ecology
29. Surface Colls, Purchased Pots
30. Shent Description Forms
32. Air Survey

**BOX 9**

**General Linguistics**
1. Innate Language? David B. Kronefeld
3. The Symbolic Structure of Primordial Language. Mary LeCron Foster
5. Increase in Morphological Complexity. Catherine A. Callaghan
8. The Mathematical Models of Glottochronology. C. Douglas Chretien
9. Linguistic Time Depth Results So Far and their Meaning. A. L. Kroeber
10. Zen Buddhism and General Semantics. Sheldon Klein
12. English Sentences without Grammatical Subject. Quang P. Dong
13. Manual Alphabet
15. Correlation methods of comparing idiolects in a transition area. David W. Reed, John L. Spicer
19. Field Methods and techniques in Linguistics. Floyd G. Lounsbury. Paper No. 21
20. Low German – A Receding Language. Werner F. Leopold
22. Interlingual Word Taboos. Mary R. Hass. 1951
23. Application of Linguistics to Language Teaching. Mary R. Haas. Paper No. 44
30. Reprinted from Language
31. Lexicographical Treatment of Folk Taxonomies. Harold C. Conklin
32. Syntactic Structures. Noam Chomsky. 1957
34. Chomsky’s Revolution in Linguistics. John Searle

**BOX 10**

**Miscellaneous Personal Papers and Photographs**

1. Photo album
2. 79 2x2 slides depicting people and places, including some California Missions
3. Computer Cheat Sheets
4. How Tall is a Taxonomic Tree? Some Evidence for Dwarfism. Robert A. Randall
5. Misc. Letters
7. General Book Reviews
8. Weather grams Lloyd J. Reynolds
9. Anthropology 140 E Exams